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It inherits from the PARIS package
 G4 developed to design PARIS i.e. two layers of scintillators 

 gamma-ray absorptions
 scintillations: light creation / collection 

Some Goals:
 Should keep some good PARIS features [R&D]
 More oriented to simulations of experiments 
 Toward full simulation chains ‘à la Particle Physics’

 i.e. work on realistic generators
 i.e. work on complex setup
 i.e. work on complex analysis
 i.e. modification of physics in GEANT4     

SToGS: What is it and for what purpose ??
Simulation Toolkit fOr Gamma-ray Spectroscopy

OR Simulation Toolkit fOr Ganil Spiral



the detector construction - the description of the physics - the primary generator

How to build is a GEANT4 application ???

3 mandatory bricks and one almost mandatory

Ingredients of a G4 application

Geant4 layer / interface

The User’s [SToGS] interface

- the user’s actions

It might be a good idea to 
NOT break too much 

the G4 model
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 SToGS provides many of such bricks

some are pure G4 - could be copied as such in other packages
[files starting with SToGS_G4] 
some relies on an additional SToGS layers
[files starting with SToGS_ only] 

Main SToGS bricks described in the following slides .... 



How to deal with geometries in SToGS ?

G4 / C++

the geometry is described 
by using 
C++ code 

G4VUserDetectorConstruction

Standard Geant4
✔ ︎



How to deal with geometries in SToGS ?

G4 / gdml

the geometry is described 
by using 

an ascii file
with a xml/gdml syntax

NOTE: it requires the gdml module to be compiled

Standard Geant4
✔ ︎



How to deal with geometries in SToGS ?

  STOGS mechanism 
based on the idea of factories delivering standard detectors

SToGS factory

 1 element [anitem] described by: 
•one anitem.gdml file [geometry]
•one anitem.amap file [attributs]
•one anitem.dmap file [mapping]



How to deal with geometries in SToGS ?

  STOGS mechanism 
based on the idea of factories delivering standard detectors

SToGS factory

 1 element [anitem] described by: 
•one anitem.gdml file [geometry]
•one anitem.amap file [attributs]
•one anitem.dmap file [mapping] SToGS already provides several standard detectors 

Organized in groups. For instance, one factory for Scintillators
The goal is to extend the system  [ICC common goal]

Main SToGS detectors described in the following slides .... 



How to deal with Primaries in SToGS ?

G4 / C++

Primary particles are generated
by C++ code 

G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction

Standard Geant4
✔ ︎

Note: no specific c++ generator in SToGS, just ways to plug yours



How to deal with Primaries in SToGS ?

G4 / GPS

Standard Geant4
✔ ︎

Primary particles are generated
by ascii code [G4 macros]



How to deal with Primaries in SToGS ?

  STOGS reads primaries in external files:
Primaries stored in ROOT Tree in a specific format 

SToGS / ROOT

Note: there are no reading of external files in ascii format ... 

}ARRAY
S

Energies
PDG codes 
positions 4D
Quality flags
Unique IDs
Directions

# of emitted particles



How to deal with Physics lists in SToGS ?

Standard Geant4
✔ ︎

So far SToGS provides way to select
(ascii configuration file)

standard G4 physics lists

Note: it is foreseen to investigate the physics in GEANT4



How to deal with User’s actions in SToGS ?

Printout in xterm

At the beginning of G4 
almost no standard way to get out of G4 the physics
Some possibilities now ... not used in SToGS

useful to see what’s going on
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How to deal with User’s actions in SToGS ?

save in ascii files

Note: this looks like the way it is done in AGATA code

More useful for R&D like phases ... 
not adapted for simulations with large # of events 
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save in ascii files

Note: this looks like the way it is done in AGATA code

More useful for R&D like phases ... 
not adapted for simulations with large # of events 



How to deal with User’s actions in SToGS ?

SToGS / ROOT

}ARRAY
S

Energy of each hit
PDG codes 
positions 4D
Quality flags
Unique detector IDs

# of emitted particles

Total energy
Total # of impacts
[H,K inheritance of PARIS] 



How to deal with User’s actions in SToGS ?

The system could be extended 
so that a user can plug 

his way to extract things ...



How to get / install / run SToGS ?

•To get the package git repository
https://github.com/stezow/stogs

•It requires GEANT4 compiled with gdml support
•It uses cmake to configure 

•It built three different applications
SToGS_DetectorBuilder

to construct / check a setup
SToGS_Source

to run an experiment with external primaries*
SToGS_Beam

 not yet implemented ... beam like experiments
* primaries and tracking decoupled 

https://github.com/stezow/stogs
https://github.com/stezow/stogs


•Some commands 
git clone https://github.com/stezow/stogs.git SToGS
cmake -DGeant4_DIR=/where/geant4/has/been/built ../

•To get some documentation
 User’s guide on ATRUIM [https://atrium.in2p3.fr/]
 The github includes
bugtracker / wiki / news / activities

 Doxygen [http://www.ipnl.in2p3.fr/perso/stezowski/SToGS/shtmldoc/]
Documentation of the code itself
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Ex:
aChateau2Crystal.gdml
aChateau2Crystal.amap
Chateau2Crystal.dmap

How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

•The factories contains some standard detectors
They are mainly built first time SToGS_DetectorBuilder is called

•System largely based on gdml 
It could be exchanged with other packages G4/ROOT
It brings geometries at the user’s level through text files
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How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Here is a snapshot of the factories organization ...

detectors depending of a conf file

from other packages
place to save setups

different
versions

arrays already in the factory

{
organization by type 

basics shapes in gdml
place for rooms



How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

... and some of them ... 



How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Example of one detector built first time SToGS_DetectorBuilder is called

Note: 
one script CleanUpFactory.py provided to safely clean up the factory



•SToGS_DetectorBuilder to help building a setup
through a configuration XXXX.dfb *

•SToGS_DetectorBuilder to set mapping / sensitivity
•SToGS_DetectorBuilder to save the setup in myStore

How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Commands: 
  in terminal 
          SToGS_DetectorBuilder dfb my.dfb
  in G4 session
          DetectoryFactory/Save MySetup

* The default file is default.dfb



Ex of .dfb files. To import a pure gdml file ...

... and to use it with another one



Ex of .dfb files. To import a pure gdml file ...

... and to use it with another one

SToGS_DetectorFactory checks for
overlappings ... 



How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Here is t
he result of AGATA and HoneyComb



take a detector ... add it with translations / rotations ...

Another .dfb file

+ DetectorFactory/Generics/TwoShells$MyTwoShells.geo 0. 0. 0. m

Ex to add a generic, the file MyTwoShells.geo 
contains the required informations



How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Qt

ROOT



How to deal with geometries in SToGS factory ?

Some detectors imported through gdml

gdml, not a magic tool
  Pb in converting some shapes
     not all G4 supported / different in root
  Pb with names !
     many C++ geometries give the same 
     name for things
But in gdml 
     a name is used almost as pointer ... 
     should be unique !

Diamant

Neutron Wall



How to deal with Primaries in SToGS ?

GPS: standard G4, it uses G4 macro language

toROOTGPS* extracts Primaries from a ROOTTree  

➥ it thus uses distributions to randomly produce events

➥ multi-thread oriented ... each thread reads a list of ROOT files 

* SToGS tools

Note: The primaries are saved in the SToGS output Tree 
One can do then:

GPS Tree
Pr.

Ev1.

SToGS
Tree

Pr.

Ev2.detector1
SToGS

detector2



How to run the SToGS_Source application ?

While SToGS_DetectorBuilder is used to build the setup,
SToGS_Source performed the simulation

It requires an ascii file to select the 4 main bricks

Commands:
        SToGS_Source -c conffile -b g4batchmacro.mac
or
        SToGS_Source -c conffile 
or
        SToGS_Source } Interactive session

means conffile is setup/SToGS_Source.conf



How to run the SToGS_Source application ?

} select the action manager 

} select the geometry

} select the physics lists

} select the primary generator

to deal with multi thread 



How to plug externals in SToGS ?

To deal with ROOT / Trees and SToGS events
ROOT should be operational 
go to analysis/SToGS and type make
you should get  libSToGS_BaseROOTEvents.so
then during cmake, SToGS detects and built things  

Standard modules can be plugged* 
see SToGS_MY_Container/README 

General commands
    cmake -DGeant4_DIR=/PATH/TO/GEANT4DIR/ 

-DMY_DIR=./SToGS_MY_Container/My_Customized_in_SToGS 
-DMY_PRI=MyGene 
-DMY_DET=MySetup 
../

 

*geometries/primary generator

class MyGenePrimaryGeneratorAction : public G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction
{
public:
...

class MySetupDetectorConstruction : public G4VUserDetectorConstruction
{
private:
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beam 

An example of 
what could be done ...

neutrons / protons / alpha
from energy/angular distributions [pace] 

gamma 
from level scheme + cross sections

Neutron Wall DIAMANT

AGATA



Conclusions / perspectivesƔ

SToGS developed to:
•deal with setups ‘easily’
•to be as much as possible open and connected

to other simulation packages 
to analysis packages  

•Still a young package (growing)

Future: 
•more stability
•exchanged of geometries - ICC common objective
•toward a mixed GPS / toROOTGPS generator

•put SToGS_Beam in action
•put hands in the physics of GEANT4

➥ i.e. primary variables from root branches + other from distributions


